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By Claire Lawrence, Randi Zwicker

Dog Ear Publishing, United States, 2014. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 282 x 221 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the magical moment of her hatching,
follow Salty the Sea Turtle as she begins her journey. This lyrical tale captures what Salty discovers
as she grows from a tiny baby turtle to an adult. The life cycle repeats itself when Salty returns to
that very same beach where she was born. Inspiration for Salty the Sea Turtle emerged from the
author and illustrator s personal experience. Throughout the summer and into the early fall, sea
turtles hatch from nests that dot the coastal beaches of southwest Florida. Each day, a park ranger
searches for newly hatched clutches and documents the number of hatched eggs. One summer
morning while accompanying the ranger, Randi and Claire watched as a nest was being excavated.
Two tiny sea turtles struggled to free themselves. The marvel of new life so fragile and so rarely seen
was captured on that morning at Barefoot Beach. It was an unforgettable experience to hold the
hatchlings and set them down in the sand as they bravely made their way to the Gulf. Claire
Lawrence...
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Reviews
The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- B r a nnon K och
Totally among the finest pdf We have possibly read through. It usually fails to price a lot of. I discovered this book from my i and dad suggested this pdf to
learn.
-- Micha le B eier I
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